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Collaborative teams are more efficient and produce better 
results. It’s a fact. Consequently, organisations with geo-
graphically diverse teams are investing heavily in dedicated 
video conferencing (VC) systems in boardrooms and meeting 
spaces. While these facilities deliver excellent functionality, 
they are by nature limited to these VC rooms.

Mini video to USB converters are a way of extending high 
quality, feature-rich VC to every desktop. 

A converter connects a user’s PC or Mac to any type of 
camera – DSLR, PTZ, block, mirrorless or camcorder. Seen 
instantly as a universal camera source by the computer, it’s 
ready for use with Skype, Webex, Citrix, Zoom, GoToMeeting 
and many other VC platforms. 

Plug and play, with no need for drivers, they are easy to use 
and can give you video and audio quality that far exceeds 
virtually any webcam.

BREAKING OUT OF THE UC BOX

EPIPHAN

INOGENI USB Video Class (UVC) plus and play Capture Cards

AV.io 4K 3.0
HDMI to USB (4K)

USB Video Class (UVC) plus and play Capture Cards Capture Units with SDK

AV.io HD 3.0
DVI to USB

AV.io SDI 3.0
SDI to USB

SDI2USB 3.0
SDI to USB 

DVI2USB 3.0
DVI to USB 3.0

4K>>USB3.0
4K HDMI Capture 

to USB

DVI>>USB3.0
HDMI/DVI-D to USB AV 

Converter

4KXUSB3
4K Ultra HD to USB 3.0 

with HDMI loop

HD>>USB3.0
HDMI to USB 3.0 
converter (HD)

QUIK-HD
HDMI capture to USB 2.0 

MJPEG encoder

SDI >> USB3.0
3G-SDI to USB AV 

Converter

QUIK-SDI
SDI capture to USB 2.0 

MJPEG encoder

MAGNI
HDBaseT capture 

to USB 3.0

WWW.INOGENI.COM



Unified communication systems allow users to switch be-
tween the presenter and their screen. With Inogeni Share2 
and Blackmagic Design Web Presenter, users have control 
over the layout of their live stream and can switch between 
different layouts at the click of a button. 

Choose single source view or configure your own picture in 
picture or side by side style; switch between layouts instantly.
Inogeni goes further with Share2U and the CAM units, which 

enable users to switch between four computer and video 
sources. This gives organisations the production value and 
flexibility to show participants from multiple angles and to 
share multiple screens. The experience is far richer and con-
siderably more engaging.

With all Inogeni multiple input products, in addition to the 
front buttons, there’s control via serial and Ethernet with full 
Crestron support.

INOGENI

BLACKMAGIC

BEYOND UC

Share2
Dual HDMI/DVI Input to USB AV Converter with PiP

CAM 200
Switch between 4x HDMI and VGA sources >> to USB 3.0 connection

CAM 300
Switch between 4x USB and HDMI sources >> to USB output

Share2U
Dual USB + HDMI Video to USB 3.0

Web Presenter
Dual source (SDI/HDMI) to USB AV Converter with PiP
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Our broadcast background gives us access to many camera models that were designed for the highest quality video capture in 
all lighting conditions. They deliver results that very few webcams can match.

THE TV QUALITY WEBCAM

WIRELESS PRESENTATION SYSTEM

LUMENS USB Cameras PANASONIC USB + HDMI Cameras

VC-B10U-W 
ePTZ USB Camera 

AW-HE38
Pan and tilt camera 

with 20x zoom

VC-B30U
HD USB PTZ Camera 

with 12x zoom

AW-UE4
Coming soon!

Meaningful meetings require a sharing of ideas and data. All too often, 
however, swapping the input to a large display is unnecessarily complex, 
with users needing to manually configure their graphics options. 
 
With Lumens TapShare wireless presentation system, it’s child’s play. 
Users connect a wireless sender to their Mac, PC, tablet or smartphone 
which presents to the main screen at the click of the button. There’s 
minimal delay and the output is very high quality. Users have the choice 
to share a single screen or to split the main monitor to four screens so 
that team members can share ideas simultaneously..


